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Heroin

My head is aching.
It ached yesterday as well.
I should take pills I guess - for the headache.

I can see the dust around me. Settled. I can see the dust accumulating. And I keep bleeding.
but quietly this time.

They vomit and cough outside on the sidewalk, in the daylight. Something — an addiction. I can hear it.

The young girl told the religious social worker that doing heroin for her was like getting to kiss jesus for her.

Heroin is stronger than any human tie. It is stronger than any compelling argument. It is stronger than a religious belief. It is the devil incarnate. It is evil. It's the black plague. It's like the zombie apocalypse. It's death.

You can't make this up. It's all been said. It's been recorded.
Groping Himself

ecstasy tablets in the shape of donald trump’s head found
by police in a car in lower saxony

The kid on the train keeps grabbing his junk.
His head is too big and his hair fluffs out on top
He spits on the ground
He steps on his spit. He smears it
into the floor of the train and spits again.
puddle on puddle.
his hand is now completely in his pants
and he’s moving and lifting and dropping
His hand is back out of his pants and he’s
cupping his junk. Just holding it and
staring at his spittle.
He pokes at the woman’s tattooed arm
with the covered end of a sharpie.
He asks her something about her tattoos
His eyes move independently of each other
The left eye remains fixed on the door and the right
is looking over her colored skin.
Lizard-like in his deformation.
Is that a female? he asks pointing
Yes.
With a tiger?
no — that’s a panther.
A panther?
Hot. And his hand is back down his pants.
moving and groping
and she clearly does not want to talk with him.
She stares at one of his eyes. She looks for the other one.
He takes his hand out of his pants and points to a tattoo
on his arm. He is explaining how much it
cost. Too much. I don’t need all that shading.
yea
He’s pulling at his pants with both hands now
up and then out and then back
and then he holds his
junk again and moves it
up and back and then he’s
pulling the elastic waist out in front.
What is going on down there — like the
question from Boogie Nights. Roller Girl had to pee.
Maybe this kid just
really has to pee.
Or maybe he’s fucked in the head.
Or maybe he’s turned on — some kinds of warm thoughts.
Absolution